
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What does mental health confinement/incarceration look like 

in Washington State? 
 
 
 
 
CW: Many of the terms used in this document are the state’s. The reader may therefore find the                  
following content triggering or uncomfortable at times. NNWP researchers do not condone or             
endorse this language in any shape or form.  
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I . Present State of Mental Health Confinement 
 
A. Facilities 
 
List of Civil Commitment and Behavioral Health Facilities1 

- Includes: Behavioral Health Administration, Developmental Disabilities Administration, 
Rehabilitation Administration, RA Community Facilities, Special Commitment Centers2 

 
Facilities With Civil Commitment or Lockdown 

● 2 big mental hospitals 
○ Western state 
○ Eastern state 

● To take patients for civil commitments - Evaluation & Treatment (E&T) (some hospitals 
have them) 

● Behavioral health hospitals - Fairfax Hospital, Cascade (both for-profit), Navos, 
Harborview, Swedish Ballard, Auburn MultiCare, Northwest3 

Western State Hospital (Steilacomm, WA)45 
WSH is the “regional state psychiatric hospital for 20 Western Washington Counties.”  

- 800 beds & 2,500 employees  
- There are approximately 500 folks under civil commitments and approximately 200 for 

criminal commitments.6  
Policy re: Commitment into Western State, must be via court order:  

- Patients must come to WSH by court order.7  

1 https://www.dshs.wa.gov/ffa/office-capital-programs/facilities  
2 Nicole pointed us towards overlaps in ownership of behavioral health facilities; may be worth 
investigating: she said Fairfax & Cascade may have ownership crossover. Multicare Behavioral Health 
Network encompasses *a lot* of facilities. Their website is here: 
https://www.multicare.org/multicare-locations/ 
3 Nicole’s share back 
4 https://www.dshs.wa.gov/bha/division-state-hospitals/western-state-hospital -- for further reading on the 
history of the Western State Hospital, visit: 
https://www.dshs.wa.gov/bha/division-state-hospitals/history-western-state-hospital 
5 Nicole shared with us her experience encountering a wide range of opinions among civilly committed 
people regarding Western, which is where many people end up if they are held for 90 days or longer. 
Some people want to be transferred to Western, while others are terrified of the prospect.  
6 https://www.dshs.wa.gov/bhsia/wsh-faq  
7 https://www.dshs.wa.gov/bhsia/wsh-faq  
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STAR Ward 

Oregon Public Broadcast News Article 
- The Specialized Treatment, Assessment and Recovery (STAR) ward -- located at 

Western State Hospital -- where folks that are deemed the “most violent” are to be 
housed--this was from a lawsuit where a nurse was seriously injured and sued the state 
for injuries related to the incident.8  
 

Eastern State Hospital (Medical Lake, WA)9 
- 317 beds 

 
McNeil Island -- Civil Commitment Center  
2018 Guardian Article 

- There are 214 people incarcerated at McNeil Island, a so-called “Civil Commitment 
Center”. Each of these people has been deemed a “sexually violent predator” by the 
state (this language is particularly atrocious and dehumanizing and is in no way 
endorsed by NNWP researchers). Those incarcerated at McNeil Island are there 
indefinitely, if not for the rest of their lives.  

- The state uses the pathologizing language of “mental illness” to argue that those 
imprisoned at McNeil Island are particularly “dangerous” and very likely to recidivate 
upon release, which is why they’re kept at the facility indefinitely. However, according to 
Dr Michael Miner, a professor of human sexuality at the University of Minnesota, this has 
more to do with a moral panic around so-called “sex crimes” and less to do with anything 
like an actual likelihood to recommit. The Guardian reports: “Of the offenders convicted 
of rape and sexual assault who were released from prison in 30 states in 2005, an 
estimated 5.6% were rearrested for rape or sexual assault five years later, according to a 
2016 study by the US Department of Justice.”10 

 
Single Bed Certification 

- Under the Involuntary Treatment Act (ITA), people are supposed to be detained at 
designated Evaluation and Treatment (E&T) facilities. However, when there are no 
available E&T beds, facilities which are not certified E&T can apply for single bed 
certification, which allows them to legally hold people.11  

 
B. Types of Commitment 
 

8 https://www.opb.org/news/article/washington-western-state-hospital-new-ward-violent-patients/  
9 https://www.dshs.wa.gov/bha/division-state-hospitals/eastern-state-hospital-overview 
10 
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/03/dangerous-sex-offenders-mcneil-island-commitment-c
enter 
11 Nicole told us that in her experience, the most flagrant abuses tend to happen when people are held in 
this context: she reported that 15-20% of civilly committed people are detained on SBC and that the use 
of 4-point restraints is common. 
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Civil Commitment  
- After a mental health professional evaluates a person with a mental illness, they have 

the authority to detain him/her to an evaluation and treatment center for up to 72 hours. 
If further detainment is needed, they will petition the court.  The court will hold a hearing 
where a decision is made whether or not to admit the person to the state hospital. 
Patients do not come to WSH until after receiving a court order for treatment of their 
mental illness.12 

 
Criminal Commitment  

- When a person has been arrested and suspected of crime, a judge can request a 
competency evaluation to determine if they are capable of assisting in their own 
defense.  The evaluation can be done either in jail or at WSH.  Sometimes a person 
needs treatment to become competent to stand trial.  When this occurs, the person is 
admitted to WSH for a longer period of time.  If they are found to be “non-restorable,” 
their criminal charges can be dropped and they can be civilly committed to the hospital. 
Other times, people are found not-guilty-by-reason of insanity.  These patients can stay 
at WSH for up to the amount of time of what would have been a maximum sentence for 
their crime.13 

 
C. Mental Health in Prisons 
 
Mental Health in Prison: It’s a Crime 
Seattle Times Article published in 2013 

- “The most recent investment in mental health care came in August, when the DOC 
bought and bolted to the floor oversized school desks in a classroom within the prison’s 
solitary confinement units, known in prison lingo as Intensive Management Units.”14 

 
 
Segregation of Incarcerated People with “Mental Illness”  
Disability Rights National Report “Locked Up and Locked Down” (includes some of the WA 
work) 

- “This report, which has grown out of that collaborative national effort, examines issues 
related to the segregation of inmates with mental illness in our state prison systems, 
including the harmful effects of prolonged isolation on that population, the excessive use 
of force that often precedes or accompanies placement in segregation, and the restricted 
access to programs and services in segregation.” 

- very reformist and not about releasing people 
- effects of segregation on people with “mental illness” (pg.13-14) 
- history of mental health incarceration in WA: (pg. 23-24) 

12 RCW 71.05 
13 RCW 10.77 
14 
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/mental-health-in-prisons-itrsquos-a-crime/#:~:text=Mental%20illnes
s%20in%20prison%20is,16%2C700%20inmates%20are%20mentally%20ill. 
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● “In September 2014, Disability Rights Washington opened a systemic 
investigation into the Washington State Department of Corrections’ treatment of 
inmates with personality disorders. The investigation focused on the use of 
segregation for these inmates, the use of restraints and force in response to 
incidents of self-harm, and inmate access to mental health and programming 
while in segregation. DRW determined that additional expertise was required in 
order to address the issues raised by this population and presented a proposal to 
the prison system to jointly hire an expert. In March 2015, the expert did a tour of 
two prisons where inmates with personality disorders are often concentrated, 
reviewed policies, and interviewed inmates, staff, mental health providers, prison 
administrators, and P&A staff. The expert then produced a report, identifying 
areas of concern and making recommendations for change. The 
recommendations included, among other things, modifications to the prison’s 
restraint policy, shorter time periods before inmates get privileges in segregation, 
more out-of-cell time, more programming, better yards, and private mental health 
appointments for inmates on the mental health units. In response to the report, 
the prison system has drafted a plan of corrective action. Disability Rights 
Washington is currently monitoring the implementation of that corrective action 
plan.” 

● “As a result of its ongoing monitoring and advocacy related to the needs of 
inmates with mental illness, developmental disabilities, and traumatic brain 
injuries, Disability Rights Washington noted that many of these inmates were 
placed in segregated units for prolonged periods of time, sometimes as long as 
several years. In 2013, Disability Rights Washington and the Department of 
Corrections established an ongoing relationship in which the P&A and the prison 
system work collaboratively to identify and develop plans to address the needs of 
inmates with disabilities. As a result, the prison system developed a specialized 
unit for inmates with developmental disabilities and traumatic brain injuries and 
works closely with the P&A on individual cases where actions related to a 
person’s disability results in the inmate being held in more restrictive settings 
than necessary.”  

● “After learning that the Washington State Department of Corrections punished 
individuals for self-harm and attempted suicide, Disability Rights Washington sent 
a letter to the prison system asking for this practice to stop, citing a case based 
on similar facts brought by Disability Rights Vermont. In 2013, the Washington 
State Department of Corrections formed a workgroup comprised of prison clinical 
and corrections staff, as well as a Disability Rights Washington attorney. As a 
result of this workgroup, the prison system agreed to stop infracting people for 
self-harm behavior and to restore good time lost due to infractions related solely 
to self-harm behavior.”15 

 

15 
https://www.disabilityrightswa.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/LockedUpandLockedDown_September20
16.pdf 
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Offender Reentry Community Safety (ORCS) Program  
Rebrand of “the Dangerous Mentally Ill Offender Program” - see footnote for a worthwhile 
presentation i believe given to some...people at the DoC that illustrates some of their framing. 
 

- From Compass Health website:16 “The ORCSP program is a multi-disciplinary team of 
professionals from the Department of Corrections and Compass Health. This team 
assists designated participants with a risk of reoffending and a history of mental illness, 
in transitioning out of the prison system. 
 
“The ORCSP Team meets with the participant multiple times prior to release from prison 
to collectively develop a release plan. Participants are enrolled in outpatient treatment 
services, and receive additional support from the ORCSP Team to address needs 
related to community stability. 
 
“Admission to this program is determined by the ORCSP Committee while the 
participants are still incarcerated in a correctional facility in Washington State. 
 
“Upon discharge from prison, participants are typically released with mandated DOC 
supervision requirements. Participants may remain in the program after they have 
fulfilled their DOC supervision requirements. The clinician identifies strategies and works 
with the client, other social service agencies, and state and local criminal justice 
departments to provide community-based treatment. The service goal is to meet the long 
term needs of the client regarding their mental health symptoms and to help them adjust 
successfully into the community. 
 
“This service is available in Snohomish, Skagit, & Whatcom counties. 
 
“To access this service, individuals must be referred by the Department of Corrections.17  

 
D. Legal Background 
 
Criminalizing Patients  
Disability Rights Washington Report “From Hospitals-to-Handcuffs: Criminalizing Patients in 
Handcuffs”  

- According to this article, if a person “assaults” a healthcare worker an otherwise 
misdemeanor assault can be charged as a felony since the person assaulted is a 
healthcare worker. Prosecutors can then file felony charges on the individual seeking 
treatment, even if assault took place during a mental health-related episode that they 
were receiving services for.18  

 

16 https://www.compasshealth.org/services/orcsp/  
17 http://www.thewashingtoncouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/T201-1.pdf 
18 https://www.disabilityrightswa.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Hospitals-to-Handcuffs-FINAL.pdf  
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Involuntary Hospitalization 
- “Under state behavioral health laws (RCW 71.05 and RCW 71.34)19, there are the 

specific circumstances where a person can be detained for involuntary hospitalization: 
● threatened harm towards others or themselves 
● substantially damaged someone else's property 
● endangered because they are not caring for their basic needs such as eating, 

sleeping, clothing and shelter 
● demonstrate severe deterioration in functioning ability and are not receiving 

essential care 
 
AND 
 

● The above is due to a behavioral health disorder 
- If imminent danger exists, the person will be immediately detained and placed into an 

Evaluation and Treatment facility for up to 72 hours.”20 
 
Law pertaining to “Sex Offenders--Civil Committment”  
Specifically re: McNeil Island 

- Definition 12 reads: ‘"Sexually violent predator’ means any person who has been 
convicted of or charged with a crime of sexual violence and who suffers from a mental 
abnormality or personality disorder which makes the person likely to engage in 
predatory acts of sexual violence if not confined in a secure facility.” 

- Definition 13 reads: “‘Total confinement facility’ means a facility that provides supervision 
and sex offender treatment services in a total confinement setting.Total confinement 
facilities include the special commitment center and any similar facility designated as a 
secure facility by the secretary.” 

- Definition 9 reads: “‘Secure facility’ means a residential facility for persons civilly 
confined under the provisions of this chapter that includes security measures sufficient to 
protect the community. Such facilities include total confinement facilities, secure 
community transition facilities, and any residence used as a court-ordered placement 
under RCW 71.09.096.”21 

 
Involuntary Treatment Act  
Effective April 1, 2018 - applies to individuals with “Substance Use Disorders” 
 

- “When a patient presents an imminent likelihood of serious harm to self or others, or is 
gravely disabled as a result of a substance use disorder, the hospital has an obligation 

19 RCW 71.05: https://apps.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=71.05  RCW 71.34: 
https://apps.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=71.34  
20 
https://www.kingcounty.gov/depts/community-human-services/mental-health-substance-abuse/services/cr
isis-services.aspx  
21 Bill 6151 
http://lawfilesext.leg.wa.gov/biennium/2001-02/Pdf/Bills/Session%20Laws/Senate/6151-S.SL.pdf?cite=20
01%202nd%20sp.s.%20c%2012%20§%20202 -- Listed under RCW 72.09.333 
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under law to refer the patient for evaluation by a Designated Crisis Responder (formerly 
Designated Mental Health Professional.) 
 
“Secure detoxification facilities are locked facilities that were newly created under the law 
to serve substance use disorder patients who are involuntarily detained. The Department 
of Social and Health Services informed WSHA that only two adult secure detoxification 
facilities, with a combined total of 48 beds, will be available for patients when the law 
takes effect. For minors, there will only be one facility with four to eight beds.”22 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

II. Reformist Futures  
 
A. State-Wide23 
 
Inslee’s 5-year plan to decentralize mental health system 
May 11, 2018 Blog Post on Governor’s Medium Account 

- “Gov. Jay Inslee announced today [May 11th, 2018] he will pursue a five-year plan to 
modernize and transform the state’s mental health system. At a meeting with hospital 
leadership, Inslee said he will be working with legislators to expedite efforts to end civil 
patient placements at the state’s large hospitals by 2023 in favor of smaller 
community-based facilities that are primarily state-run with some community hospital 
capacity throughout the state. 

22 
https://www.wsha.org/articles/new-law-effective-april-1-2018-involuntary-treatment-act-applies-patients-su
bstance-use-disorders/ 
23 Reforms to Oppose by Abolition and Disability Justice: 
https://abolitionanddisabilityjustice.com/reforms-to-oppose/  
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“Western State and Eastern State will continue to focus on serving forensic and certain 
hard-to-place civil commitment patients, while other patients will be served in the 
community through a combination of smaller, more cost-efficient, state-run programs that 
will be disbursed throughout the state and private community hospitals.”24 
 

Master Plan 2020 
- “The primary intent of this master plan is to accommodate a set of facility improvements 

to the existing Western State Hospital (WSH) campus in Lakewood, Washington. Many 
of the existing facilities are aging and no longer comply with federal standards for the 
care of mental health patients.”25 

 
 
B. Mayor Durkan 
 
Health One Program 
September 17, 2019 Fireline Blog Post 

- “As part of her 2020 Proposed Budget, Seattle Mayor Jenny A. Durkan recently 
announced new investments to increase support for the first responders and expand 
medical and treatment services for Seattle’s most vulnerable communities.” 

- “‘We know the demand is high for addressing low acuity calls in our community. Many of 
these calls are related to homelessness, mental health, social needs, drug and alcohol 
use and chronic medical issues,’ said Fire Chief Harold Scoggins. ‘The launching of the 
Health One program will immensely increase our ability to meet the needs of our 
patients, by connecting them with the appropriate services.’”26 

 
 
C. DRW 
 
Background on DRW Projects and DOC Context-Setting 
DRW did a racial disparities project for folks in mental health treatment. In 2019, there were 
5,057 on the mental health caseload (receiving some sort of mental health services, including 
receiving medication); 2 residential treatment units (1 in Monroe - special offender unit; and 1 in 
Walla Walla - the bar unit) total number of folks is 448 in the men’s facilities.  
 
In “men’s” facility, Black folks are way over represented in prisons (18% in prison pop overall, 
4.3% WA residents, these percentages went up for receiving mental health services). 

24 
https://medium.com/wagovernor/inslee-announces-5-year-plan-to-shift-civil-mental-health-out-of-big-state
-hospitals-in-favor-of-ffb3549fc5ac  
25 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5e83b7df9fe1492fdf919863/t/5ecd99cc9259ee3d4517e52d/159053
2574985/TOC+and+Exec+Summary.+LU-20-00027+-+MASTER+PLAN+REPORT3.pdf website: 
https://wshmasterplan.org  
26 https://fireline.seattle.gov/2019/09/17/more-funds-proposed-for-new-health-one-program/  
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Indigenous folks also are overrepresented as compared to state population and a little 
overrepresented in mental health units. When you look across at white folks (68% is prison pop. 
is white, 69% is receiving mental health services), but the demographics only tracked race and 
not ethnicity.  
 
DRW Lawsuit Against DOC 

- Disability Rights WA sued the DoC over “high security/close custody” holding of 
incarcerated people identified as “mentally ill”, won $5 million in July invested in 
downgrading security.27  

 
DRW Lawsuit against DSHS  
Disability Rights Washington v. Washington State Dept of Social and Health Services28 

- Settlement Agreement 2017 to change the Special Commitment Center’s treatment 
program “for residents with serious mental illness, developmental and intellectual 
disabilities, cognitive conditions, and traumatic brain injuries.”  

- geared towards providing individualized treatment for residents with disabilities and 
focused on reducing seclusion and restraint 

- very reformist 
- treatment milieu modeled after Western and Eastern State Hospitals  

 
“Prescription for Change” Report by DRW 

- Report’s findings: “First, jails lack effective screening mechanisms to learn about 
people’s existing prescription medication quickly after they enter jail. Second, even when 
a jail learns about existing prescriptions right away, many will routinely delay providing 
these medications. Third, many jails discontinue or make significant changes to existing 
prescriptions without first communicating with the person or their outside healthcare 
provider. Fourth, some county jails fail or refuse to provide new prescription medication 
when such treatment becomes necessary during incarceration. Finally, Washington’s 
jails have inconsistent, and often inadequate, practices surrounding provision of 
prescription medication when a person is released from jail.” 

- Report’s Recommendations: “[...] Washington should consider statewide standards that 
promote best practices and consistency among all jails [...] Washington should promote 
timely, automatic information sharing between county jails and community health 
providers, within the bounds of applicable privacy laws [...] County jails should adopt 
policies that adequately screen people for existing prescription medication at booking 
and then verify and provide these medications as quickly as possible [...] County jails 
should not make changes to existing prescription medications after booking until 
performing an in-person, clinical assessment [...] County jails must assess people in their 
care in a timely fashion for new medication needs and must provide medication that is 
medically necessary [...] County jails must follow the requirements of the Ninth Circuit’s 

27 
https://www.disabilityrightswa.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/DRW-v-Inslee-Draft-Settlement_Final.pdf 
 
28 https://www.disabilityrightswa.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Final-Settlement-Agreement.pdf 
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decision in Wakefield v. Thompson, which held that the ‘state must provide an outgoing 
prisoner who is receiving and continues to require medication with a supply sufficient to 
ensure that he has that medication available during the period of time reasonably 
necessary to permit him to consult a doctor and obtain a new supply.’” 

III. Abolitionist Futures 
 
A. Framing 
 
De-institutionalization/ Anti-Psychiatry  
“Dis-Epistemologies of Abolition” by Liat Ben-Moshe 

- “Within deinstitutionalization the word abolition is used at times, especially in regard to  
forced psychiatric connement. I dene abolition of psych incarceration in three ways: 
abolition as the act and process of closing down psychiatric hospitals; abolition of the 
rationale for long hospitalization and lastly the abolition of psychiatry.”29 

 
“Genealogies of Resistance to Incarceration: Abolition Politics within Deinstitutionalization and 
Anti-Prison Activism in the U.S.” by Liat Ben-Moshe 

- From the section entitled, “Deconstructing ‘mental illness’ and the move to abolish 
psychiatry”: “For Szasz, psychiatry is a belief system, not a branch of medicine. He is 
therefore famously quoted stating that ‘incarcerating people and talking to them are not 
medicine’ (Schaler 2004:18). According to Szasz, people are free to believe in what they 
choose, but the problem with psychiatry is that it is coercive and one lacks a choice of 
whether to engage in it or not once they are forced into treatment, hospitalization, and 
medication.”  

- “The basic premise behind Laing‟s approach (which may seem naïve or common sense 
today but was quite controversial at its time) is that people with mental illness 
diagnoses are not that different from those who are not labeled as such in the basic 
sense that they are human beings with interesting perceptions, which are worth listening 
to. Therefore, the solution is not to change the patient/person but to treat them as equals 
and develop effective communication.”30 

- Not only abolition of psychiatric hospitals, but abolition of psychiatry as an idiom 
for understanding human experience. Abolition of the power dynamics that 
subtend the patient/doctor relationship.  

 
B. Examples of Alternatives 
 

29 https://www.academia.edu/41577964/Dis_epistemologies_of_Abolition Ben-Moshe’s Academia.edu 
homepage: https://uic.academia.edu/LiatBenMoshe  
30 http://www.antoniocasella.eu/nume/Ben-Moshe_2011.pdf (quotes from pgs. 139-140 and 140-141, 
respectively) 
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For Centuries, A Small Town Has Embraced Strangers with Mental Illness 
- “It isn't meant to be a treatment or therapy. The people are not called patients, but 

guests or boarders. They go to Geel and join households to share a life with people who 
can watch over them. Today, there are about 250 boarders in Geel.”31 

Voluntary Treatment 
Source: Are Prisons Obsolete? By Angela Davis  

- “Such institutions are, indeed, available to affluent communities. The most well known 
program is the Betty Ford Center, which, according to its Web site, "accepts patients 
dependent on alcohol and other mood altering chemicals. Treatment services are open 
to all men and women eighteen years of age and older regardless of race, creed, sex, 
national origin, religion or sources of payment for care.” However, the cost for the first six 
days is $1,175 per day, and after that $525 per day. If a person requires thirty days of 
treatment, the cost would amount to $19,000, almost twice the annual salary of a person 
working a minimum-wage job. 

- “Poor people deserve to have access to effective, voluntary drug treatment programs. 
Like the Betty Ford program, their operation should not be under the auspices of the 
criminal justice system. As at the Ford Center, family members also should be 
permitted to participate. But unlike the Betty Ford program, they should be free of 
charge. For such programs to count as "abolitionist alternatives," they would not be 
linked -- unlike existing programs, to which individuals are "sentenced" -- to 
imprisonment as a last resort.” (researcher’s emphasis)32  

- This is more geared toward decriminalized, decarceralized drug treatment 
programs, but the logic may be applicable in a mental health context as well. As 
Paige mentioned in a recent meeting, the terms, ‘voluntary’ and ‘autonomous’, 
seem important when thinking about alternatives. Any program that forcibly 
commits people or requires the ingestion of medications (against the wishes of 
the recipient) replicates the very carceral logics we’re seeking to abolish. 

Alternatives to (Disability) Incarceration 
Chapter 14 in Disability Incarcerated: Imprisonment and Disability in the United States and 
Canada 

- “Therefore, the examples that follow are meant as heuristic devices that might aid us in 
this work of reimagining a carceral-free society. They are not meant as ‘solutions’ per se, 
as that is not the end goal of these struggles/movements for abolition. The aim is to 
create responsive and just communities, free from coercion, repression, oppression, and 
forced disappearance and segregation.” (257) 

- “In Sweden, a unique hotel setting was in operation from 1995–2004, and allowed 
people to stay for as long as they wanted, with no pressure to move to their own 
apartments because this may have been stressful for some.” (261) 

- “A true alternative, according to Chamberlin, is one in which the power to make 
decisions lies with those the service is supposed to serve.” (263) 

31 
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2016/07/01/484083305/for-centuries-a-small-town-has-embrac
ed-strangers-with-mental-illness 
32 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1difJMpKvA0kavZw-i8KvLMLW852vvctK/view?usp=sharing (pg. 109) 
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- “Too often institutional closure is still embedded within the same circuits of power that 
created these massive institutions. As a result, the transition to smaller institutions 
appears to be the best-case scenario, unless closure is accompanied by a radical 
epistemic shift in the way community, dis/ability, and segregation are conceptualized.” 
(265)33 

IV. Further Questions 
 
Questions for DRW 

1) What are basic demographics and numbers of people incarcerated in DOC classified as 
“mentally ill”? 

2) Who/how does someone get locked up for crimes related to “mental illness”? 
3) How does DOC define “mentally ill”? 
4) What happens as people decompensate inside - how do they get diagnosed and how 

does this impact their sentences, etc? 
5) What are ALL the facilities that have either civil commitments or lockdown for mental 

health? 
a) Numbers of prisoners in WA in for civil commitment / unable to stand trial? 
b) Who are the providers working for DOC? 
c) Where are these centers located geographically in WA?  

6) Are you all aware of any expansion for mental health lock down public or private? 
7) Grassroots organizing around mental health and mental illness - what are their asks and 

ideas? 
8) Intersections of homelessness and mental illness in DOC facilities and amongst prisoner 

community? 
9) Solitary in WA DOC - Closed Custody // How many units, where? Any sense of how long 

people stay there, demographics, etc? What does organizing look like around ending 
solitary confinement? 

 
General Questions/Ideas  

1) (Lisa Marie) Further research into the ways in which behavioral health discourse is 
racialized. 

2) Possibly reach out to Abolition & Disability Justice to see if there are places to 
collaborate in the future.  

 
Report Back for Saturday Meeting (10/10) 

1) Exploring different ways expansion is happening and developing information for 
ourselves (to develop internal analysis), for social media, traditional media (e.g. op-eds), 
or future campaign moves and for the website.  

a) Does that feel helpful? 
b) Is this a useful tool for Inside/Outside or Communications?  

2) What is missing? Are there questions or areas that we should explore? 
3) The additional research questions we will be working on: 

33 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MDk9Q7-FQSZHrq7EdTfabWzz5aLggWyc/view?usp=sharing  
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a) What is the history of EHM in Washington? 
b) What is the landscape of diversion programs in Washington? 
c) Are there other questions that we should be exploring or prioritizing?  

4) Do folks have resource ideas or people/organizations that we should be reaching out to?  
 
Note: Paige emailed Meredith to invite them to a Research Team meeting.  

 
Questions for DRW 

1) What are basic demographics and numbers of people incarcerated in DOC classified as 
“mentally ill”? 
 

DRW did a racial disparities project for folks in mental health treatment, it had some information. 
In 2019, there were 5,057 on mental health caseload (receiving some sort of mental health 
services, including receiving medication). 2 residential treatment units (1 in Monroe - special 
offender unit; and 1 in Walla Walla - the bar unit) total number of folks is 448 in the men’s 
facilities.  
 
In “men’s” facility, Black folks are way over represented in prisons (18% in prison pop overall, 
4.3% WA residents, these percentages went up for receiving mental health services). 
Indigenous folks also are overrepresented as compared to state population and a little 
overrepresented in mental health units. When you look across at white folks (68% is prison pop. 
is white, 69% is receiving mental health services), but the demographics only tracked race and 
not ethnicity. Heather will send some of the numbers from the date pull.  
 

2) Who/how does someone get locked up for crimes related to “mental illness”? 
Crimes of poverty or assaults on cops/mental health workers are common ways that folks get 
picked up by cops.  
 
The bar for assisting in defense is very low.  
 

3) How does DOC define “mentally ill”?  
 

DOC does not have a single workable definition. DOC “health plan”34 tells you what is covered 
and not covered, includes mental health services. It includes “medically necessary” treatment 
and what is not covered. Certain types of diagnoses have to be treated in some fashion; these 
are called Level 1. Other diagnoses (level 2) do not necessarily require treatment (e.g. 
personality disorders, sleep disorders, etc.); never medically necessary. They also have various 
codes that track a person’s “risk” for needing medical intervention.  
 
Folks might send mental health kites; for folks in solitary, mental health care workers will come 
in to do “rounds.” DRW recommends to its clients that they need to ask for requests in writing, to 
help with a paper trail.  
 

34 https://www.doc.wa.gov/docs/publications/600-HA001.pdf  
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4) What happens as people decompensate inside - how do they get diagnosed and how 
does this impact their sentences, etc? 
 

If a person is feeling like they are struggling, they can kite to get mental health workers to do an 
evaluation. Another time, it might be staff intervening and sending someone to mental health 
workers. Sometimes folks are required to get mental health intervention (e.g. self-harm or 
suicidal ideations).  
 
People with disabilities end up staying in prison longer--do not have access to EHM or other 
“less restrictive” forms of incarceration. If they do not have assistance and support on the 
outside, they are unable to get out on their earliest release date and might stay until their 
maximum release date. Or, a person might pick up a new charge while incarcerated and add to 
their term.  
 

5) What are ALL the facilities that have either civil commitments or lockdown for mental 
health? 

a) Numbers of prisoners in WA in for civil commitment / unable to stand trial? 
b) Who are the providers working for DOC? 
c) Where are these centers located geographically in WA?  

 
6) Are you all aware of any expansion for mental health lock down public or private? 

 
7) Grassroots organizing around mental health and mental illness - what are their asks and 

ideas? 
Some anti-psychiatry folks on the grassroots level. Not aware of super organized movements. 
NAMI is very family-focused and have pushed expansion efforts, but they are a major player in 
Washington.  
 

8) Intersections of homelessness and mental illness in DOC facilities and amongst prisoner 
community? 

 
When folks get out of DOC can be released homeless because they do not have access to 
community custody. Folks then cycle back in due to community custody violations. DRW would 
love to tackle this issue, but do not have the staff/resources at the moment.  
 

9) Solitary in WA DOC - Closed Custody // How many units, where? Any sense of how long 
people stay there, demographics, etc? What does organizing look like around ending 
solitary confinement? 

 
5 “men’s” prison have solitary confinement (IMUs) and 4 have “closed custody” 

● IMU 
○ Clallam 
○ Monroe 
○ Stafford 
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○ WCC (Shelton) 
○ WSP (Walla Walla)  

● Closed Custody 
○ Clallam 
○ Monroe 
○ WCC 
○ WSP 
○ WCCW/Purdy (“women’s”) 

 
Reports around IMU have been fairly lackluster data-wise. DRW works with people who have 
been in solitary for years, but these are outliers. Average length of stay is usually pretty short. 
Demographics are race (not ethnicity). Black folks are even more overrepresented in IMU- 4x 
state population for representation in IMU. 817 folks in IMU as of December 2019. However, 
these numbers do not include medical isolation or other folks in “solitary-like” conditions.  
 
How DRW started getting into this work was from Heather’s experience on the DRW phone line 
getting calls from IMU. Through these calls, DRW did a big investigation around these facilities 
to dig up files and meetings with folks on the inside. WA’s IMU population is actually pretty small 
compared to other states and often gets lifted up as “ideal.” Many of these folks are in solitary 
for “behavioral” issues, so they are not getting the mental health resources and treatment they 
need. There is a never-ending group of about 50 people that they cannot get out of IMU. DRW 
decided against the litigation strategy and is moving towards legislative/policy changes so that 
solitary is no longer an option. There are some legislators interested in solitary work. DRW does 
have videos of people sharing the impact that IMU has had on them--including the pain of 
transitioning out of solitary. DOC has even said they are open to reduction because they know 
that lower numbers lead to safety of guards.  
 
Data that DRW pulled included race, mental health, IMU, and STG tags (secure threat group - 
often associated with “gangs”). Believes there are links between STG tags and IMU. However, 
often these folks have shorter periods in IMU.  
 
DRW and ACLU are the two biggest players with ending solitary in WA, as well as using their 
chapter connections in other states.  
 
1)      The Washington DOC Health Plan: Page 30 is where mental health service 
information begins. 

2)      PULHES codes (attached): S codes refer to mental health service use; there is 
also an R code about self-harm risk. 

3)      Demographic Data (attached): I just redacted the record request number 
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I was also able to get some answers to the rest of the questions you posed (from a 
colleague on our Treatment Facilities Team, Beth Leonard): 

  

1.       What are ALL the facilities that have either civil commitments or lockdown 
for mental health? 

  

2 large state-operated psychiatric hospitals 

3 state-operated residential treatment facilities 

Private psychiatric hospitals 

Private residential treatment facilities and evaluation & treatment centers 

Psychiatric wards in medical hospitals 

Emergency rooms 

  

2.       Numbers of prisoners in WA in for civil commitment / unable to stand trial? 

  

People can be involuntarily detained for a 72-hours before a civil court order is entered; 
involuntarily committed for treatment; voluntarily receiving treatment; involuntarily 
committed for competency restoration during a criminal legal proceeding; or admitted 
because they are Not Guilty By Reason of Insanity (NGRI) after a criminal trial.  I do not 
know the total numbers for each of these populations, but there are hundreds in each 
category. None of these folks are technically ‘prisoners.’ 

  

3.       Who are the providers working for DOC? 

  

DOC has internal mental health staff 
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4.       Where are these centers located geographically in WA? 

  

Large state hospitals are located in Lakewood, WA and Medical Lake, WA. 
State-operated RTFs are in Centralia, Yakima, and Lakewood. Private facilities and 
hospitals are scattered across WA. 

  

5.       Are you all aware of any expansion for mental health lock down public or 
private? 

  

Yes, there is expansion planned for both public and private facilities. Notably, WA state 
is currently pursuing the construction of a new 350-bed state-run forensic hospital in 
Lakewood, WA. More information on this  proposal and related costs found here: 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5e83b7df9fe1492fdf919863/t/5ecd99cc9259ee3d
4517e52d/1590532574985/TOC+and+Exec+Summary.+LU-20-00027+-+MASTER+PL
AN+REPORT3.pdf 

  

6.       Grassroots organizing around mental health and mental illness - who is 
leading this work, what are the asks and ideas? 

  

There are a lot of different types of organized groups around mental illness in WA. 
There are groups led by friends and family (like NAMI) and groups led by people with 
mental illness/psychodisability/SUD – largely called “peer groups.” I will list  peer groups 
here. Not all of these groups align on their strategies/goals and DRW does not 
necessarily align with each group’s advocacy priorities or strategies.   Not all of these 
organizations have websites – many have a social media presence. 

  

Consumer Voices Are Born (CVAB) 

Laura Van Tosh – Peer Legislative Advocates 

Peer Washington 
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United Peers of Washington 

Puget Sound Hearing Voices 

Washington Recovery Alliance 
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